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This class is designed to introduce you to the various methods that pen and ink can be used besides the traditional 

line, stipple and hatch techniques. Because it is an exploration of materials, you may substitute the type of pen you 

like and some of the papers used. 

When choosing subjects, you may work from live specimens, black and white images, or previous drawings for 

references.  Since we will be covering an assortment of techniques, think smaller and simpler so you will not be 

spending a lot of time on drawing. All work should fit on a 7 x 9” paper or smaller. 

 

Drawing*:  Graphite pencils, kneaded and plastic erasers, tape, tracing and drawing paper. 

Pens: Dip and quill nibs with pen holders*. Technical pens: Sakura Micron, Copic disposable permanent ink pens or 

Rapidograph style pen with Rapidograph black ink, various widths. If you prefer a Rapidograph, choose also a dip 

pen or Micron for back up. 

Brushes*: A good #2 or #4 Round sable or sable/synthetic mix watercolor brush (must have a very fine point) for 

line work. Another small brush for white paint touch-ups. Larger wash brush (#8 or #10). 

Inks:  Black waterproof India (Kohinoor, Speedball, Hunt) or acrylic (FW, Zilller) ink*. Sepia ink (3Rd Week) or burnt 

Umber watercolor (to tint your own ink). Optional colored inks or dyes. 

Paint:  Basic watercolors. White – acrylic, Titanium White watercolor, Dr. Martin’s Bleedproof, or Winsor Newton’s 

Process White Gouache. 

Paper:  Bring scraps of Hot or Cold Pressed Watercolor (140 – 300LB)*, Borden and Riley #234 Paris Paper for Pens 

(108 lb) or smooth Bristol Board*. Misc. papers, vellum, toned paper, etc. to experiment. You may want to bring 

some that you may trade with another student*. Do not go out and buy a bunch of paper, I will bring some to trade 

also. 

Misc.*:  Desk lamp, mixing tray, water containers, Paper towels, small jars with lids, pen cleaner, rubbing alcohol. 

Scratchboard (3rd - 4th Week):  Xacto knife #1 or #2 or Scraper knife (fine and Medium point). There are scraper 

tool kits with an assortment of nibs that fit into your large dip pen holder that you can buy, but I will also show you 

how to scrape with an Xacto blade. White scratchboard (this is a clay coated surface that you will ink and then 

scrape a design). Esdee make a clay coated cardboard that you can cut to size or Ampersand makes Claybord which 

is a clay coated Masonite board (make sure you get the Claybord which is made for scratching). The board should be 

5 x 7”. 

Plant material (Week 1):  Bring in several small deciduous tree twigs with buds. Also, some dried leaves for ink 

wash drawing. 

*Items to have at the first session* 

 


